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1. Introduction and background
Electronic archives are, in many cases, created in systems that are aimed for specific activities without
interoperability in mind. The standard model for digital preservation systems today is the Open Archival
Information System reference model (OAIS) [2]. OAIS is based around three information stages, Submission
Information Package (SIP), Archival Information Package (AIP), and Dissemination Information Package (DIP).
SIP is the information package which is submitted to the archive, AIP the information within the archive, and DIP
the information delivered from the system. The AIP is naturally dependent on the recipient's access rights to the data
and parts thereof. The metadata focus of the OAIS model as well as and most real-life archives concerns the archive
packages and not the explicit content of these. We find this problematic in the scope of the FAIR [3] principles as
from a user/recipient perspective the findability, accessibility, and re-usability concerns the data within the AIP
rather than the AIP itself.
The Common European Research Information Format (CERIF) [5, 6] has been developed as a flexible model to
describe (any) research data and information, both as a database model but also as a transfer method between
repositories. The CERIF model is based around base entities and relations where both the base entities as well as
the relations can have associated attributes and roles. For example, a Person (cfPerson entity) can be author (role)
of (relation) a publication (cfResPubl entity). This flexibility provides a dynamic framework implementable on
many scopes but remaining easy to parse for information without explicit beforehand information on the contents of
the data package or database model.
Archives can be considered as being a repository with some special requirements and constraints, for example the
need to ensure long time usability of the deposited data. This article discusses how a CERIF based archive structure
will manifest itself in the different information package stages of the OAIS model and advocates that if CERIF is
employed in relevant archive processes, a FAIR [3] compliant archive can be easier to achieve. Finally, we present a
real-life example from the Swedish University of Agricultural Sciences (SLU) where CERIF is employed in the
archive process of student theses.
2. Metadata standard
In the framework of archives there are two fundamental scopes regarding metadata, information regarding the data
object and metadata on the contents of the object. That is, we should be able to describe not only the data object at
hand, for example, a project with name, team members and funders, but also the associated data such as resulting
publications and data sets. Furthermore, the choice of metadata standard should be flexible enough to provide the
sub archives (data providers) to extend their scope without the overly complicated discussion with the central
archive. An example of this is that a sub-unit of a university is adding new archives or begins using new equipment
when creating data. All these changes should be easy for the main archive to incorporate in the AIP as well as in the
actual database structure of the archive so that querying and producing DIP for end users is possible in a consistent
way.
In the initial FAIR guiding principles, the focus has been on data and metadata. However, in order to apply FAIR
principles on more complex collections, as those from Libraries, Archives, and Museums, three main levels of
information should be considered [4]:
1.
2.
3.

Objects (such as books, journals, artefacts, videos, datasets, etc.)
Metadata about the objects on elementary level (such as title, creator, identifier, date, etc.)
Metadata records (body of metadata elements about an object in a specific database)
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The levels above can also be as a nesting of information, data is both data as well as metadata. Furthermore, the
FAIR principles should be invoked on all three levels which means that regardless of layer {Object, Metadata,
Metadata record} we should at least have
•
•
•

Globally persistent identifiers (Findable)
Available metadata (Findable)
Access, use and license information (Re-useable)

The most common way to accommodate several layers of information is to have different metadata standards for
each level. A problem with specific metadata structures depending on the metadata records is that the parsing of an
information package to large extent often requires pre-hand information of the data, or at least metadata structure
and standard. CERIF, in contrast with other metadata standards with more localized focus, provides a dynamic and
expandable framework to describe the whole research process which is paramount for many archives. This means
that CERIF should be an excellent candidate to describe metadata in all three layers of information for many
collections, and archives in particular, in order to simplify FAIR compliance.
3. CERIF as an archival model
In order to build an archive structure based on CERIF we use properly classed cfProject entities to construct the
archive tree. These entities represent real processes, projects or activities that produce content or groupings of them
in accordance with current archival recommendations that documents should be classified from a process perspective
[7, 8]. Naturally, the cfProject entity can also be an archive file within an archive creator in a more classical sense,
for example a department or other organizational unit.
Subtrees can consist of independent sub-archives and the entire tree can be joined to other trees to form a bigger
tree in the OAIS ingest process [2]. For example, reporting the content of an institutional archive to a national archive
would be achieved by copying the local tree with the relevant local information attached to the global tree. In the same
way branches of the archival tree could be managed by a sub-unit in a quite independent way.

4
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Most of the archived objects are to be represented by CERIF result entities. The metadata can be represented by
CERIF entities attached to these, like contributors (cfPerson), organisations (cfOrganisationUnit), fundings
(cfFunding) and other properly classed CERIF entities. The files would be represented by cfMedium objects and the
file itself would be included in the submissions and ingested to the archive.

Fig. 1. The process archive of the student theses in CERIF terms. The main process is "education processes" (edu), sub-process "thesis
publication". The published result is typically a PDF-file (cfMedium) with associated cfMeasurement containing embargo (Premis) information.

Master data like the organisation structure, lists of persons, and infrastructure can be kept and managed at the most
convenient and effective level enabling information sharing by several archival packages. This will also work towards
fulfilling the GDPR criteria on minimizing personal information.
Electronic archives must be able to record events affecting the data or the structure of the archive. In CERIF context,
this can be done attaching at cfMeasurement where Premis [9] XML data is stored. The object identifiers in the Premis
model are equated to the CERIF entity identifiers, making the reference to them transparent.
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Fig. 2. Example of a rights section in a PREMIS representation describing an embargo restriction (the complete file can be downloaded from
Zenodo [1].). The PREMIS information can either be a separate file in the SIP or contained in the CERIF XML file in a cfMeas block.

Describing the data and structure of an archive in terms of CERIF allows exporting and, to some extent, importing
data even when the actual structure is not a CERIF database. The use of CERIF in archives brings to this area the
interoperability that repositories have had for a while (FAIR!).
Using CERIF in the whole archive process have further advantages as the access information, on a very granular
level, can be retrieved directly from the CERIF XML file, hence easily implemented in the archive database and
facilitating queries where the result is a correct DIP (taking the queries' permissions into consideration).
4. The scope of sub-archives
Archives are built as close to the activity that produces the material as possible. This closeness can be given by the
organization of the business in terms of business areas or processes or in terms of physical distance. A mechanism to
simplify the delivery to a common archive of the information contained in several sub-archives is desirable.
Each sub-archive "knows" about the structure of underlying archival units in the form of a tree of cfProject entities
classified as "archival units". The top node could hold a list of external archives to witch the unit belongs.

6
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Fig. 3. The archive process should be close to the organisational unit producing the actual content. If the involved units transfers their archive
information in CERIF the main archive will have a trivial task of organising the information and extending the archive tree.

In the submission agreement the main archive simply have to provide the identifier of the sub-units top-level
cfProject, the sub-unit can thereafter simply provide the structure of the sub-archive in the CERIF XML file.
5. Identifiers
Every CERIF entity has an identifier. Although it is not mandatory with globally unique identifiers, UUIDs are
often used. Globally unique identifiers, or at least persistent identifiers, is also important for the data to be FAIR [10].
In our case globally unique identifiers, and explicitly stated in the XML, are crucial for transferability. When objects
in an existing system have a natural identifier, a version 5 UUID can be constructed based on the system’s URL. In
that way the UUID can be recalculated from the internal identifiers whenever needed. In many cases random version
4 UUIDs will work just fine. The practice at the Swedish University of Agricultural Sciences (SLU) is to use version
5 UUID identifiers constructed from, where applicable, local identifiers combined with a UUID of the domain in
which they are unique. For a SLU-identifiers the domain name slu.se is normally as initial name space.
UUID_SLU = UUID_V5(UUID_DNS, 'slu.se')
UUID(object) = UUID_V5(UUID_SLU, slu.se_identifier(object))
When an object has no institution-wide unique identifier but only a local identifier, a local UUID namespace is
constructed, for example with the identity provider URL and that is used to produce globally unique identifiers.
UUID_local = UUID_V5(UUID_DNS, 'local.slu.se')
UUID(object) = UUID_V5(UUID_local, local_identifier(object))
The addition of globally unique identifiers - on both entities as well as relations - serves two purposes. Firstly, if all
objects have globally unique identifiers the ingest process can be streamlined and do not require the full XML to be
processed as a whole hence enabling CERIF XML to be used in large scale context which can otherwise be problematic
[11]. Secondly, with identifiers on all objects tracking of the provenance can be made on all entities hence enabling
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harvesting the same object from different sources without causing the data to be mixed and corrupted. This is
especially important in the scope of rights and permissions.
Using UUID identifiers also facilitates GDPR [12] compliance as it enables the involved archives to minimize the
amount of personal information which each archive unit have to store and use locally and can in many cases be
regarded as pseudonymization/privacy by design. For sensitive information the identifiers should naturally be replaced
with encrypted identifiers rather than the hashed UUIDs discussed above.
6. Transfers
CERIF modelled data can be easily coded as XML [13]. One or several CERIF XML files can be packed into a
METS [14] structure as data, where relevant metadata for the transfer is added to the corresponding sections. One
advantage of having the whole archive modelled as CERIF is that both the structure of the archive and the archival
packages have the same format and can be seamlessly added to each other to form bigger archives. The addition of a
new submission to the archive is simply an addition of a cfProject* tree.

Fig. 4. Example of a SIP consisting of the thesis as PDF and with metadata in CERIF XML, METS XML, MODS XML, and Premis XML files.
A complete example of the included XML files can be downloaded from Zenodo [1].

There are many transfer protocols with similar constructions, one example is the common specifications for
publications (FGS-PUBL) [16, 17] describing publication submissions to the Swedish National Library. A CERIF
based SIP is exemplified in Fig. 4 where a MODS XML file has been added to make the SIP compatible with the
FGS-PUBL. Furthermore, in the case that CERIF is inappropriate model for the metadata at hand the MODS file may
be used as information container.
7. Accessibility and Findability
Archived data might have access restrictions. In order not to force the whole archive to be restricted, an entity level
classification can be added to prevent export or access to specific entities. More complicated access rights descriptions
can be added to a Premis structure in a cfMeasurement attached to the entity. Being able to apply accessibility
constrains at an entity level allows more accessibility to the open parts as there is no need to close the whole archive
just because it contains some information that should not be accessible (FAIR!). The complete archive process is
schematically drawn in Fig. 5.

8
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Fig. 5. Both the archive (AIPs) as well as the ingest process (SIPs) representation of the data can use CERIF and hence greatly reduce the
complexity of the Ingest and Query functionality enhancing the accessibility as well as findability (FAIR!).

The search of the database is limited by the amount and form of metadata stored during the ingest procedure. As
the SIPs can contain a variety of metadata schemas it is difficult to arrange a database structure to accommodate them.
We propose that as much metadata as possible is included in the SIP in CERIF format. In the case of research output
the CERIF schema is expected to cover a substantial part of the metadata. Other metadata schemas can be delivered
together with the CERIF information if additional metadata is available. The CERIF metadata which as required by
the submission agreement contains only globally unique identifiers can be readily be added to the CERIF database
under the Data Management function of the OAIS schema.
An example of accessibility restrictions, related to our case with archiving student theses is that these theses should
normally be published online as soon as they are archived, so that anyone on the Internet can retrieve them
automatically in a DIP from the archive. However, some of the theses have an embargo for publishing. They still have
to be in the archive, so that they can be made available upon request, but they must not be included in a publicly
accessible DIP. We show how this can be handled using access restrictions of the mentioned type.
8. Example
About 1000 student theses per year are produced at the Swedish University of Agricultural Sciences (SLU). They
are public records, and thus has to be archived in accordance with Swedish law, and regulations from the Swedish
National Archives [8]. Moreover, most theses are published online in an open access repository located at SLU as
soon as they are deposited [18].
At SLU, the different departments are considered archive creators on their own, and they have archived the theses
independently of each other. It is not fully satisfactory to have what is essentially one central process at the university
divided this way. We show how a CERIF-based database can be used to manage an archive with the examination of
students as one unified process which, at the same time, can be connected with the individual departments. We then
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give examples of interoperability with different transmission and metadata standards, such as METS and EAD, for
transferring archival descriptions to other systems.
The SLU open access repository for student theses uses EPrint [19] but other repositories as for example DiVA
[20, 21] employs similar setups where a SIP is harvested from the repository. Naturally, having a CERIF based
repository simplifies the construction of the CERIF XML used in the SIP but this is naturally not mandatory.

Fig. 6. Example of a METS file. Since almost all metadata can be located in the CERIF file the METS file can be quite compact. The
complete file can be downloaded from Zenodo [1].

Fig. 7. In the EAD file the archive is provided with the identifiers to represent the top level cfProject, in the highlighted example student theses
from a specific course and year. The complete file can be downloaded from Zenodo [1].

Each department is in the submission agreement provided with an identifier for their cfProject entry in the main
archive. An entry in the EAD XML file for the sub-unit containing theses from 2009 is shown in Fig. . Although not
commonly used, nothing prohibits that the department itself adds sufficient information regarding their sub-series in
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the SIP delivery so that the main archive can extend the classification structure in the EAD as the departments creates
new units. Empowering the sub-archives to provide the archive structure greatly facilitates the main archives burden
to keep the EAD updated, especially in the cases where sub-archives are created on a regular basis, in the SLU example
is a sub-archive created for the combination of course and academic year.
9. Summary
An archival structure based on a cfProject tree is proposed. Archived objects are represented by cfResult* entities
and their descriptive metadata is given in attached CERIF entities. Additional archival metadata is stored in Premis
format inside attached cfMeasurment entities.
When CERIF is employed in relevant archive processes, a FAIR compliant archive is easier to achieve. By
representing as much metadata as possible in CERIF and storing it in a searchable CERIF database, findability
increases as queries can be placed on the archive independently of any specific organization chosen for the data
management besides the CERIF backbone. Being able to invoke fine-grained access rights the demise "as open as
possible, as closed as necessary" can be followed instead of placing restrictions on the whole of the archive fulfilling
the FAIR accessible criteria. Interoperability is supported as in the same way as the archive is built by CERIF
organized deliveries (SIP), the information can be sent to other recipients in the same orderly way (DIP). Finally, with
extensive use of globally unique identifiers a CERIF entity might be placed in several different contexts retaining its
identity allowing the transfer and reuse in a controlled way.
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